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That voice - if you heard Richard P. Feynman giving one of his world-famous

physics lectures, or interrogating NASA witnesses after the space shuttle

disaster, or telling stories from an armchair on public television, you might

have been seduced by the unregenerate New York City accent, the gruff Art

Carney delivery, the tones of charmed comic delight. Feynman's speaking voice

echoes raw and direct through the printed pages of his surprisingly successful

1985 book of reminiscences, '' 'Surely You're Joking, Mr. Feynman!,' '' and the

same is true of its successor volume, with the equally gangly title '' 'What Do

You Care What Other People Think?' ''

Feynman did not write, he talked . Even his scientific texts began with the

spoken word of the storyteller - they were always collaborations, created
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You cannot develop a personality with physics alone, the rest of life must be

worked in

- Richard P. Feynman1

In science, as in celebrity culture, people can acquire knowledge of a subject without

encountering it themselves. This paper extends that analogy by applying work on circulation of

scientific knowledge to reputation and characterisation, understood as ‘biographical’

knowledge. By analogy with graphs, equations, and the other simplified units used to circulate

scientific knowledge, I propose the concept of ‘myths’. Myths are simplified units of knowledge

passed around about individuals, by which people build up a representation of that individual. I

illustrate this using the case-study of Richard Feynman. Feynman has acquired a legendary

reputation as an ebullient and free-spirited genius amongst both scientists and non-scientists.

This reputation was built up through a great many communications, from Feynman’s

interactions with colleagues to press reportage of his role in the Challenger disaster. I consider

how myths form and circulate through these interactions, and following James Secord’s

‘Knowledge in Transit’ approach I focus on the communicative contexts of these interactions –

the different media, the relationship between interlocutors, and so on. From this, I illustrate

that biographical and scientific knowledge are circulated through the same interactions. Both

forms of knowledge are influenced by the communicative context of interactions, but also

influence one another. In sum, myths help us understand how circulating knowledge of science

interacts with circulating knowledge of scientists. This entails an extension to the Knowledge in

Transit project – to consider not just circulating knowledge, but interactions between different

forms of circulating knowledge.

The subject of this paper was one the 20th century’s greatest physicists, as well as one of the

most colourful characters in that profession. He was a charismatic lecturer with a skill for clear

explanation, although his famous lectures – recorded and converted into textbook format –

were (and are) vastly more popular with physicists than with students. He had an eclectic array

of interests, including bongo drumming, safe-cracking and womanizing. In personality, he was

ebullient, free-spirited, and brash. He was fond of telling stories about his bizarre exploits,

which have been continually re-told by scientists and non-scientists alike. However, some

contemporaries felt that this was a ploy to exaggerate his brilliance – though this didn’t stop

1 Feynman M. 2005 p.xxii



WHAT. In the words of a close friend and colleague, he was “half genius and half buffoon”. He

later revised this to “all genius and all buffoon”.2

Even though I haven’t named him, a great many readers of that paragraph would instantly

recognize the subject as Richard P. Feynman (1918-1988). So my question is – how does that

come to be the case? My starting-point is that questions from the sociology of scientific

knowledge – how does knowledge form, how does it become widely agreed-upon, what factors

affect the form this knowledge takes – can also usefully be applied to this sort of ‘biographical

knowledge’.

My approach is based on two particular WHAT. The first is a close consideration of how

scientific knowledge circulates, how the complex and chaotic natural world is converted into a

simplified, mobile, and shareable set of descriptions. Sociologists of science have noted the

importance of simplified representations – graphs, equations, and the like – in these processes

of circulation. MORE HERE? By loose analogy, I propose the idea of ‘myths’: WHAT which

briefly convey some biographical knowledge about individuals. As we shall see throughout this

paper, these can take many forms – from the physical and textual, like newspaper reports, to

word-of-mouth utterances in informal conversation.

The second WHAT is James Secord’s ‘Knowledge in Transit’ project. Secord has argued that we

should see scientific knowledge-making as an act of communication. This would move science

studies away from focussing purely on contexts of location, and into emphasising contexts of

communication. The study of reputation is de facto a study of communication, as reputations

only exist through communal discussion. Investigating how contexts of communication

influence the form and circulation of myths therefore extends the Knowledge in Transit

approach to knowledge of individuals. In addition, investigating how such contexts affect myths

provides observations which can be applied back onto studies of science. This work therefore

extends Secord’s approach, and by doing so provides new considerations for the original

project.

After presenting some more detailed background on the ideas motivating this study, I follow

these myths through four thematic sections. In Sections 1 and 2 I illustrate examples of

Feynman-myths in action. Section 1 considers the role of word-of-mouth myths in his early

career at Los Alamos and immediately afterwards. this point their myths mostly circulated

via personal contact, but soon wider audiences were encountering their myths through texts.

This is the subject of section 2, in which I discuss how myths are reproduced in textual form,

2 Freeman Dyson, letter to parents 1948 (in Dyson 1989 p.34)



and the concomitant diversity of audiences, interests, and communicative contexts encountered.

I consider how, despite the influence of diverse contexts, widely recognised reputations can still

somehow form. MORE HERE TO TAKE EMPHASIS OFF LAST SENTENCE.

Sections 3 and 4 consider the interaction of Feynman-myths with Feynman’s science. In section

3 I consider the specific example of Feynman-diagrams, using the concept of myths to extend on

extant studies of this familiar story. In particular, I suggest that the fate of Feynman diagrams

was crucially dependent on both the characterisation of Feynman and the nature of interactions

between himself and his colleague Freeman Dyson. In section 4 I provide comparisons with an

alternative concept of ‘science’, as a method of working rather than specific theories. This

develops on ideas from section 3 by illustrating how interactions which seemingly convey only

‘scientific’ knowledge can also act to circulate ‘biographical’ knowledge (and vice-versa). More

importantly, this also extends on the idea that communicative contexts influence the formation

of knowledge by showing that different forms of knowledge influence one another as they

circulate.

Background

There are two key concepts in this work. The first is circulation of knowledge. Historians and

sociologists of science have repeatedly noted that communicating knowledge is more complex

than simply handing on information. Older models of knowledge transmission assumed that

knowledge was only created at élite centres and then spread, with misunderstandings and

misappropriations en route, to a broader audience. Such accounts have been criticised on

numerous counts, such as neglecting the role of local contexts i.e. how knowledge is influenced

by where it is discussed.3 Examples of local contexts include types of institutions, from

laboratories to pubs, or nations with different socio-political situations.4

However, James Secord has argued that focussing on these local contexts – seeing science as

“situated knowledge” – leaves us with little understanding of how such knowledge travels.5

Instead, Secord proposes that we “think about knowledge-making itself as a form of

communicative action” by “eradicating the distinction between the making and the

communicating of knowledge”.6 Therefore Secord argues that, as well as local contexts,

historians and sociologists must consider such factors as the material media through which

3 Classic critiques of diffusionism include Pumfrey and Cooter 2004, Hilgartner 1990.
4 For literature on place and science see Golinski DATE pp.86-92
5 Secord 2004 p.658
6 ibid. p.661



people communicate, the availability and non-availability of communication channels, and the

imbalance of power within communicative relationships.7 These factors are contextual in the

sense that they tie “specific pieces of work” to the broader “conditions of their production”.8

However, unlike local contexts, the conditions relate to how the work is spread and the

relationships between places and people. Local contexts might lead to differences between

knowledge produced Caltech and at Los Alamos; Secord suggests instead that we consider those

factors which lead to differences between knowledge produced in a verbal conversation rather

than by mail, or if Feynman sends a message to a colleague rather than vice-versa. I refer to

these as communicative contexts.

To be precise, how is scientific knowledge circulated? Firstly, consider the process of

simplification.9 In the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK), communicating scientific

knowledge involves representing some facet of the natural world – a notoriously complex entity

– to an absent party. This involves simplification: “the representation of chaos in an orderly

fashion… mak[ing] the complicated turbulence of the world appear, at least in part, orderly,

predictable, and bounded”, to quote Leigh Star.10 Simplification allows scientific knowledge to

be represented in a form which can be easily passed around and subjected to wider discussion –

for instance, a graph – even though many details about the process of knowledge-creation

cannot be discerned.11 Bruno Latour gives us the useful umbrella-term of ‘inscriptions’ for such

simplified but mobile representations. It is important to note that simplification does not only

involve loss of information. Though the representation may lose certain details, it also presents

new information – it may bring out relationships between objects, or perhaps magnify

previously hidden detail.12 Exactly what is presented or effaced depends on particular interests

of the scientists, the resources available, the final form in which the information is to be

represented, and similar. Therefore, the process of simplification is context-dependent.13 But,

as Secord reminds us, knowledge-construction does not end with the creation of an inscription.

Any receiver interprets the information presented, integrates it with other knowledge, maybe

7 Secord 2004 pp.661-670
8 ibid. p.657. Although, as Secord notes on p.659, ‘context’ is so broad as to defy easy definition.
9 See Pumfrey and Cooter 1994 pp.248-249 for criticism of under-developed views of simplification
10 Star 1983 pp.205-207, p.224. Also see Hilgartner 1990 pp.520-528
11 For important case-studies of graphs see Lynch 1985 and Pinch 1985. Also note that scientific knowledge is
not only passed around in material form – see Collins 1985 pp.54-58, Polanyi 1962 pp.135-140 on personal
contact
12 See Lynch’s discussion of how a ‘specimen animal’ is “both more than, and less than, a laboratory rat”,
Lynch 1985 p.57
13 Star 1983 pp.212-224



passes it on further – again mediated by personal, local, and communicative contexts.14 It is

from these processes that shared knowledge comes to be.

Secord’s paper ‘Knowledge in Transit’ is a manifesto for greater awareness of such knowledge-

circulation, and this piece takes up that suggestion. I begin by noting that these broad processes

of circulation are not unique to scientific knowledge. Consider, for example, a person’s

reputation or characterisation. This can be seen as ‘biographical knowledge’. The full life of an

individual is a complex story, full of inconsistencies and contradictions. Even a short encounter

can be a complicated process. In dialogue with others, individuals re-fashion themselves –

consciously or unconsciously – depending on the immediate context of the dialogue and the

identity of their interlocutor. The result, as noted by the social anthropologist Katherine Ewing,

is that “in all cultures people can be observed to project multiple, inconsistent self-

representations that are context-dependent and may shift rapidly”.15 And yet, despite this, we

still “experience wholeness and continuity” of people’s identities.16 In a similar fashion,

biographers organize entire lives according to unitary narratives.17 Thus, as with scientific

knowledge, biographical knowledge is passed around in a simplified form through word-of-

mouth and different forms of text.18 The latter is particularly the case with famous individuals,

where texts could include a newspaper report, a televisual recording, or their authored work.

As scientists discuss observations of nature, people discuss observations of people. And, as

scientists can provide knowledge of a natural object to those who have never experienced that

object, these discussions can bring knowledge of an individual to those who will never

encounter them. To analyse this circulating biographical knowledge, I use the notion of myth.

Myths extend the parallels between reputation and scientific knowledge by providing an

analogy for inscriptions of scientific knowledge. By ‘myths’ I refer to utterances which pass on

biographical knowledge of an individual – whether suggestions of their personality or

descriptions of their abilities – in a simplified form.19 SOMETHING ABOUT THIS BEING

14 Pinch 1985 pp.10-11, p.29
15 Ewing 1990 p.251
16 ibid. p.251.
17 Paradowski 1996 p.45
18 Throughout this piece ‘text’ will refer to written, visual, and audial media.
19 My use of this term was originally based on classic works on mythology by the linguist Roland Barthes and
the anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss – viz. that myths are context-dependent constructs of communities
(Lévi-Strauss), which become widely accepted as ‘natural’ rather than social products (Barthes) – but has since
moved away from these origins. Nonetheless see Lévi-Strauss 1962 pp.17-22, Barthes 1954 p.129, pp.116-119
for background.



INTENTIONALLY BROAD AND VAGUE. As we shall see throughout this piece, this can include

word-of-mouth utterances, media reportage, even pedagogical work. MORE HERE?

Both this project and my definition of myths are quite broad, so I want to make clear a couple of

points I will not be discussing. ‘Myth’ often connotes falsity or exaggeration, so it is also

important to note that in this piece I take a symmetrical approach. The principle of symmetry

states that any analysis of knowledge-formation should not be influenced by whether we hold

that knowledge to be true.20 I shall therefore focus on how myths form and what effect they

have; I will not be attempting to debunk myths, or making psychobiographical analyses of ‘true’

inner mental states.21 Instead of personality, I consider characterisation – how individuals were

perceived by others around them.

Equally, by discussing how reputation and scientific knowledge interact (sections 3-4) this

study touches on numerous concerns in science studies besides circulation of knowledge. The

relationship between individual characters – particularly those with notable reputations – and

broader contexts has featured in numerous works from historians and sociologists of science,22

and the question of how to effectively combine both in one study surfaces at irregular

intervals.23 Also, by analysing how Feynman’s reputation crossed between professional and

nonprofessional settings, this piece intersects with long-standing and ongoing work on ‘public’

or ‘popular’ science.24 In order to maintain my focus on myths and communicative contexts, I

shall be downplaying these issues where possible in this piece.25

WHAT IS NEW ABOUT THIS PAPER?

To sum up, this piece expands on a similarity between science and myth: both can be analysed

as forms of circulating knowledge. But I begin with a dissimilarity between science and myth.

Accepting that knowledge-circulation is dependent upon contextual factors opens up an obvious

question – given that contextual factors are numerous and diverse, how does knowledge ever

assume an apparently singular, shared form? In the case of scientific knowledge, scientists

believe their knowledge should be singular and shared. Differences in scientific knowledge are

20 Bloor 1976 pp.10-12, Bloor 1984 p.82
21 On psychobiography see Paradowski 1996 p.34
22 For canonical sociological work on how reputation can influence assessment of scientific claims see Collins
1985 pp.84-89, Latour and Woolgar 1986 pp.194-206. Equally canonical examples of social-historical
approaches in history of science include Boyle and Hobbes in Shapin and Schaffer 1985, Darwin in Desmond
and Moore 1991, and Lord Kelvin in Smith and Wise 1989
23 Aubin and Bigg 2007, Greene 2007, Daston and Sibum 2003
24 Shinn and Whitely 1985 pp.vii-ix, pp.4-12
25 For an alternative which focusses more closely on these issues, particularly from a historical perspective, see
Sagan Paper



problems to be explained, whether through locating error or showing equivalence.26 However,

this is not the case for knowledge-of-individuals. For instance, biographers treat different

interpretations of a single life as complementary, not competing.27 So, I open with the question

– how does circulation of knowledge about individuals produce shared myths?

Section 1: Word-of-Mouth Circulation and Accidental Stablisation (1750

words)

In this section I examine myths in the form of word-of-mouth communications within a

bounded community – specifically, the stories spread about Feynman during his career at Los

Alamos. I treat this (loosely) analogously to a laboratory for scientific knowledge, producing

myths rather than inscriptions. I examine how the divergent and chaotic behaviour of Feynman

was turned by his colleagues into a series of simplified representations, which 1) could be easily

passed around and 2) acted to continually reinforce a shared characterisation of Feynman. By

considering the development of Feynman’s early reputation in terms of these myths I also hope

to illustrate how Feynman’s career at Los Alamos depended on both his specific reputation

(rather than the general idea of a ‘great physicist’) and on the style of communication which

took place within Los Alamos. I shall use this in this next section as a point of comparison with

textual myths, which spread outside the ‘lab’ and into more distant communities.

I begin with word-of-mouth as it allows me to consider an important example of myths in

Feynman’s life. These are ‘Feynman stories’, which relate particular incidents where Feynman

acted in an entertainingly idiosyncratic manner. Today many of these are most well-known

from his memoirs Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman! and What do You Care What Other People

Think, which were published towards the end of his life.28 But from early in his career

Feynman’s contemporaries were swapping Feynman-stories amongst themselves, either heard

from Feynman himself or from their own experiences. As one colleague remarked, “in physics

circles, ‘Feynman stories’ are told and traded with no particular loyalty to accuracy but in a

hyperbolic style that seems befitting of the man who has become somewhat larger than life.”29

These stories did more than simply narrate particular incidents; they also reinforced a shared

characterisation of Feynman. Any physicist encountering Feynman for the first time, whether

through actual contact or through Feynman-stories, could follow the same process: all the

26 See, for instance, Fleck 1935 pp.94-102
27 Greene 2007 p.729
28 Feynman 1985 and Feynman 1988
29 Sackett 1985. Or, as another put it, “physicists have Feynman-stories as actors have Gielgud stories”, Hyman
1985



individual stories could be related back to existing knowledge of Feynman, and existing

knowledge could predispose responses to Feynman’s particular behaviour.

Murray Gell-Mann, a long-term colleague of Feynman, illustrates this process:

He [Feynman] surrounded himself with a cloud of myth... Richard usually came to work quite

conventionally dressed… but [at lunch] he would often make a point of walking over in his

shirt sleeves, tieless, and then putting on one of the ragged sport coats and one of the loud

ties… provided in the cloakroom for men who arrived unsuitably attired…30

In the process of recalling Feynman for this memorial account, Gell-Mann preferentially selects

memories of occasions when Feynman acted unconventionally. But the particular observation

of his deliberate dressing-down serves as evidence for the general tendency of Feynman to

cultivate “a cloud of myth”. As evidenced by scholars from numerous disciplines, this is a typical

process of recall: the selection of a few fragmentary memories and their combination, possibly

with augmentation by imagined material, into a unitary coherent narrative.31 Which memories

are selected, and how they are arranged into a narrative, is crucially dependent on the

immediate context of the recollection. The result of telling Feynman-stories is a feedback loop,

such that the Feynman’s characterisation was constantly self-reinforcing.

INSERT: Stuff about how personal contact could be disconfirming, but isn’t (Ewing). Put at

beginning or end?

This is an example of an individual passing-on of a Feynman myth, from Gell-Mann to an

interviewer. But what happens when this happens multiple times amongst many individuals?

To investigate this I consider the community working on the Manhattan Project at Los Alamos,

birthplace of the first atomic bomb.32 In recollections and histories of Los Alamos, Feynman is

characterised by three notable features. The first is his leadership skills – his enthusiasm,

charisma, and clarity of explanation. As a group leader he produced an impressive increase in

output – tripling the rate of solved problems – a feat ascribed to his skill at explaining the

complex tasks.33 His reputation in these roles was such that he privately felt his leadership

skills were being over-relied upon.34 The second is his skills of calculation and physical

intuition. He regularly competed with top physicists in displays of calculating skill, and

30 Gell-Mann 1989 pp.50-51
31 For psychological work on recall, see the classic Bartlett 1932, more recent commentary in Saito 2000, and
Bloor’s SSK-based discussion in Bloor 1997. For recall in anthropology, see Ewing 1990 pp.253-255. For role in
biography see Holmes 1996 p.201, Hoddenson 2006 p.189
32 For broad overviews of Feynman’s role in the project see Groueff 1967 pp.216-222, Gleick 1992 pp.157-200,
and Feynman 1975
33 Welton 1983 p.48, Gribbin and Gribbin pp.94-97
34 Feynman M. 2005 p.28, p.47



colleagues would phone Feynman with their problems in order to save time.35 To many his

answers seemed to simply emerge “fully formed from Dick’s fertile imagination”, as a member

of his group recalled.36 The third is his collaborations with prominent physicists. Feynman and

Hans Bethe were known throughout Los Alamos as ‘the battleship and the mosquito-boat’ based

on their distinctive work style.37 Similarly, Niels Bohr specifically requested Feynman’s

assistance on occasions. This was because, Bohr felt, Feynman was usefully able to ignore his

magisterial status.38

I want to focus not so much on these characterisations – which might, after all, be coloured by

recollection – but rather on the events that followed from them. How did a 25-year-old

physicist, fresh from his doctorate, come to so quickly lead a division and collaborate with such

eminent figures as Bohr and Bethe? The simple answer would be ‘his reputation,’ but this

neglects the finer details of both Feynman’s characterisation and communication within Los

Alamos. Being top-secret and site-specific, the Manhattan Project was an unusually contained

environment. Reputations were made in informal conversations and corridor meetings, rather

than through publications or prizes.39 Crucially for Feynman, this plethora of informal contact

didn’t just spread knowledge of his skills; it linked this with his character. Personally

witnessing Feynman at work exposed a watcher to both his intellect and his personality; as in

the case of Bohr who FIND REF. Similarly, the telling of Feynman-stories circulated a lot of

inter-related information. For example, the nickname ‘the battleship and the mosquito-boat’

spread news both that a) Bethe sought Feynman’s input sufficiently regularly for a recognisable

pattern to emerge and that b) in this pattern Feynman took the role of aggressively questioning

Bethe. A lot of information was implied in one very simple myth.

It was these inter-relations between his characteristics, rather than the characteristics on their

own, which led to Feynman’s peculiar career at Los Alamos. There were many extremely

capable physicists at Los Alamos, but Bohr and Bethe sought out Feynman for his particular

combination of intellect and anti-authoritarian personality. Similarly, Feynman’s leadership of a

Theoretical Division came from both the leadership skills he had exhibited on the Town Council

and from his well-proven skills as a reliable and fast calculator (whether in contest or over the

phone). The fact that Feynman’s reputation was spread through informal contact, which tied his

skills to his personality, was therefore of great importance to his Los Alamos career. This also

35 An Old Friend 1988, Gleick 1992 pp.176-178,
36 Welton 1983 p.48, Schweber 1994 p.402
37 Bethe was the battleship – slow, but able to get through any obstacle. Feynman, the mosquito boat, would
find the weak points in Bethe’s calculations. Groeuff 1967 p.219
38 Groeuff 1967 p.220, Schweber 1994 pp.402-403,
39 CAN/SHOULD THIS BE REF-ED? Or maybe exemplified with particular Feynman examples?



produced a self-reinforcing cycle similar to that discussed above in relation to Gell-Mann; but on

a communal level rather than an individual one. Feynman became known for his combination of

character and skill; the spread of this knowledge brought him to the attention of prominent

collaborators; Feynman’s collaborations provided yet more stories of his skills and character to

pass around Los Alamos.

I will end this section by pre-empting the theme of the next section. I have considered how

Feynman myths spread through Los Alamos in the form of personal contact and word-of-mouth

storytelling. But I will now briefly consider how events at Los Alamos impacted on Feynman’s

career after the war had ended. Again, I shall focus on communications; this time, written

communications. These are the notes sent by R.J. Oppenheimer, Bethe, and other senior

physicists at Los Alamos to their home institutions, requesting that they “consider [Feynman]

for a position in the department at the earliest time that that is possible.”40 As I shall consider in

more detail shortly, spreading myths in textual form throws up challenges not faced by the

informal contact of Los Alamos. Without a continual stream of Feynman-stories, or personal

contact with Feynman himself, these written myths were unlikely to achieve the same self-

reinforcement as the myths which spread through Los Alamos. FINISH OFF

The recommendations are interesting for a few reasons. Firstly, they emphasized that same

combination of skill and character as his Los Alamos myths. Oppenheimer describes him as “a

man of thoroughly engaging character and personality,” and noted Wigner’s observation that

“he is a second Dirac, only this time human” while Bethe claimed “you can ask him to do anything

at all, from the most complicated theoretical calculations to the organization of a group of

men”.41 But on top of these recognisable features, these written myths also made explicit

reference to the consistency of his reputation: he was “by all odds the most brilliant young

physicist here, and everyone knows this”, “everybody goes to him to have things explained” and

other physicists were “all enthusiastic about him”.42 As well as circulating the Feynman myth

beyond Los Alamos, these recommendations illustrate the importance of myth to Feynman’s

career. Within Los Alamos, the sharing of Feynman myths brought him to the attention of those

with the power to convert them into employment; the fact that these myths were already so

widely accepted served as a factor to convince others outside Los Alamos to buy into them. This

40 Quoted Schweber pp.403-405
41 Quoted Schweber 1994. pp.398-399, p.404, emphases added. It is possible that circulating myths of
Feynman’s character and skill explain the plethora of job offers he received during his unproductive period of
depression 1945-1948, though more evidence would be needed to ascertain this. See Feynman and Leighton
1985 pp.171-174, Gleick 1992 pp.226-228, Schweber p.405
42 Quoted ibid. pp.398-399, p.404, emphases added



crossing of boundaries between personal contact and more distant parties will be explored

further in the next section.

Section 2: Text and the Public Sphere (1850)

LOTS OF REFS MISSING

WHEN DID FEYNMAN BECOME ‘FAMOUS’?

As one reads, one can almost see Feynman's animated hands, sly smile, and wry voice…

- Chet Raymo43

This section analyses the circulation of myths as Feynman became increasingly recognised

outside his immediate professional spheres, and in particular the role played by texts.44 My

main premise is that texts which are ostensibly designed for one purpose, be that to teach

physics or report a news story, can also act as myths. Before I move on to my specific examples

– the Feynman Lectures on Physics of 1961-1963 and press reportage of the Challenger disaster

in 1986 – it is worth considering some preliminary differences between texts and word-of-

mouth reportage. On the one hand, it would seem that textual myths, with their faster and

wider spread, might simply extend on the influence of word-of-mouth myths. Also, as textual

myths are frequently not supplemented by personal contact, textual myths might be the only

experience a reader/viewer has of the myth’s subject. Therefore it might seem that, as long as

textual myths do not diverge significantly in their descriptions or characterisations, they can

greatly contribute to building a widely recognised reputation.

On the other hand, we should also note that as myths spread ever more widely, they also

encounter a wider variety of contexts (whether communicative, local, and/or personal). Can

reputations maintain a stable form when myths are influenced from diverse interpreters and re-

tellers, from pedagogy to the press? The evidence I outline below suggests that reputations can

be stably shared across numerous walks of life. This is partly due to the process by which

textual myths are constructed. As with word-of-mouth, textual myths are greatly simplified.

However this process of simplification need not be an unconscious or accidental process,

particularly in texts which undergo careful production and editing procedures. As I shall

43 Raymo 1989
44 Remembering that in ‘texts’ I also include audial and visual recordings, as well as press reportage.



illustrate, exactly how myths are simplified can be made to align with the interests of particular

parties. Often, enforcing recognisable continuities with an existing reputation can be a useful

tool. FINISH OFF.

The story of the Feynman Lectures on Physics shows the transfer of Feynman myths from a

setting of personal contact into a textual form. In 1961 the Caltech physics course was

undergoing reform, led by physicist-administrators Matthew Sands and Robert Leighton.45

Sands suggested that Feynman could write and deliver a new lecture series, as “Feynman was

already known as an impressive lecturer, and was particularly adept at explaining the ideas of

modern physics”.46 This suggestion was taken up, and Feynman’s lecture course became

famous amongst the staff and students of Caltech – although, as I shall discuss in section 4, not

always for good reasons amongst the students. They certainly provided many opportunities for

word-of-mouth myths akin to those at Los Alamos REFS. However converting transcripts into

textbooks faced problems due to those particular features which made Feynman such an

impressive lecturer. James Gleick has described Feynman’s lecture style as “the impossible

combination of theoretical physicist and circus barker, all body motion and sound effects”, and

Roger Penrose has claimed that “to sense the full excitement that Feynman’s lectures exude… it

is important to hear his actual voice”.47 MORE HERE?

Such theatrical feats of a lecturer are difficult to capture in writing, but the editors made the

effort. In the original proofs of the textbook the publishers had “converted the informal style of

the transcripts to a traditional, formal, textbook style.” Sands recalls “I telephoned the editor…

explaining that we considered the informal, conversational style an essential part of the

lectures”.48 The pubishers acquiesced, and the Feynman Lectures on Physics textbooks became

well-known within the scientific community – the physicist P.T. Matthews described them as

“the now famous Feynman lectures” in 1966 – and many responses approved of this retention of

Feynman’s voice.49 Association of Feynman with his voice would recur in many other contexts:

the publishers of Surely You’re Joking suggested the alternative title ‘I Got An Idea’ as it had “a

nice Brooklyn ring,” while a Caltech report of his Nobel Prize consciously transcribed Feynman’s

interview in the form “and so he sez…”.50 We should also note that Feynman’s voice was a

useful reflection of his broader reputation: his raw “unmodified” Brooklyn accent suggested

45 Sands 2006 pp.1-3
46 ibid. p.3
47 Gleick 1988, Penrose 1996 p.ix
48 Sands 2006 p.8
49 Quotation from Matthews 1966. See also Hafner 1965, Treiman 1964, Frank 1964
50 Edwin Barber to Feynman, March 2nd 1984, from Gleick 1992 p.411; California Tech 1965. Feynman’s Nobel
may also have influenced on his myth, particularly as it occurred alongside the Lectures’ prominence, although
specific evidence is hard to find.



refusal to accept social niceties MORE?.51 Alongside his voice, we can also note the photograph

of Feynman playing the bongo drums – an idiosyncratic habit well-known amongst colleagues –

placed by the publishers in the front of the textbooks MORE HERE? The important point is this:

the Lectures did not simply spread Feynman’s teachings on physics, but also representations of

Feynman already familiar within Caltech. As such, the word-of-mouth myths were converted to

textual myths in the guise of physics pedagogy.

Encoding Feynman’s particular reputation into the textbooks was a useful device for many of

the parties involved. The editors (Sands and Leighton) had decided to transcribe the lectures

based on the formidable word-of-mouth reputation Feynman’s lecturing had gained amongst

physicists and students in Caltech and beyond. It seems, therefore, that their main interest was

to ensure the textbooks suitably lived up to this repute – as they waived any royalties from the

books, financial interest was minimal REF. However, financial interests can still be ascribed to

the publishers, Addison-Wesley, who were trying to turn a profit while following the editors’

instructions to produce the books as quickly and cheaply as possible REF. The insertion of the

drumming photo – which the publishers did without the permission of Feynman or the editors –

can be ascribed to a desire to widen the market beyond physics students; the photo, as a

Swedish encyclopaedia company noted in 1966, gave “a human approach to a presentation of

the difficult matter that theoretical physics represents”.52 Feynman himself was not a passive

party, but imposed interests of his own upon the production of the Lectures. A key example was

Feynman’s attempts to individuate himself from others around him – a recurring feature

throughout his life, as discussed below. When Leighton and Sands suggested that the books be

simply titled ‘Physics’ with the authors as ‘Feynman, Leighton, and Sands’, Feynman’s response

was “why should your names be there? You were only doing the work of a stenographer!”.53

The compromise was to retain all authors, but title the work ‘The Feynman Lectures on Physics’ –

the outcome of the contest was that the volumes would be most tightly associated with

Feynman alone by new generations of students and teachers. Despite these differences and

conflicts, the various interests of the editors, publishers, and Feynman all benefitted from

ensuring recognisable continuity with Feynman’s existing reputation.

Feynman’s tendency to individuate himself occurred across numerous settings. For instance,

Gell-Mann claimed that, in both Feynman-stories and in their collaborative work, Feynman was

“thinking more in terms of ‘you’ and ‘me’ than ‘us.’”54 Friend and fellow-physicist Freeman

51 Gleick 1992 p.15
52 Feynman M. 2005 p.230
53 Sands 2006 pp.8-9
54 Gell-Mann 1989 pp.50-51. See also Teich 1988: “In surveying a number of my colleagues, I discovered that a
few were put off by Feynman's… unbridled dedication to one-upmanship”



Dyson supports this view – in response to questions regarding the “myth of his [Feynman’s]

idiosyncratic behaviour”, Dyson claims “the myth was real, and he was actively encouraging its

growth”.55 This can be seen in press reportage of the Challenger disaster, which also provides a

useful comparison with the pedagogical context of the Lectures. In January 1986 the space

shuttle Challenger exploded at launch, killing all of the crew and leading to a well-publicised

Presidential Commission into the causes of the accident. The story of Feynman’s involvement on

the Commission has been discussed extensively elsewhere, and will not be repeated in full

here.56

For our purposes, the most interesting point is how Feynman’s role in the commission was tied

to his personality by the press.57 According to various reports, he clashed with the commission

chairman in a “free spirited, impatient” manner; he “went his own way from the start”;58 and he

wrote a separate appendix in “his own language” which was “contrasted with the more formal

style of the commission report”.59 It should be noted that much of the information for these

myths came from Feynman himself: Feynman, to the alleged disapproval of the Commission

Chairman, was incredibly talkative at the numerous press conferences, and became a go-to

figure for the media.60 In this case Feynman’s self-individuating performance did not cause

conflict with the press, but rather dovetailed neatly with their interests. As Dorothy Nelkin has

noted, in the mid-1980s American reportage of science had made a transition from critical

investigation to rhetoric focussing on ‘heroes’, particularly in cases like Challenger which threw

up numerous technical and moral complexities.61 Feynman’s reputation was also well-known to

the press at this time; his memoir Surely You’re Joking Mr Feynman (a very clear example of a

textual myth presenting Feynman as an extreme individualist), had been published less than a

year beforehand, and stayed in the New York Times bestseller list for thirteen weeks REF – a

celebrity which was transformed into super-celebrity by the Challenger coverage. Again,

building continuities with pre-existing reputation – in this case, both textual and word-of-mouth

– was of benefit to the parties involved in myth-creation.62 These interests ensured that each

myth contributed to a recognisable reputation, despite the great diversity of contexts within

which myths were created, received, and re-created.

55 Personal communication 28.05.2013
56 Jensen 1996 pp.258-265, pp.288-294, pp.333-352, and Feynman 1987
57 Gieryn and Figert p.73
58 Marshall 1986
59 Blakeslee 1986
60 REF
61 Nelkin 1987 pp.96-97
62 Thanks to continuities like these, Feynman’s reputation stayed remarkably stable throughout his life. For a
contrasting case, in which creating a new reputation was of greater benefit to those parties involved in myth-
creation, see my discussion of Sagan DOES THIS THROW UP PROBLEMS FOR THIS PAPER?? BRIEFLY
SUMMARIZE THE ARGUMENT?



Shared biographical knowledge.

Don’t want to separate word-of-mouth from text too much: can thus spread ahead of particular

details, and as such predispose people to receive these particulars in a certain manner before

they encounter the individual themselves (if they ever do).

Some of these interests aligned with the other editors. For instance, Feynman’s views on

education reform were largely in sympathy with Sands’; when Sands used the Feynman’s

reputation for lecturing to gain Feynman sole authorship of the course, he was therefore also

influencing the direction of Caltech’s educational reforms in a way Feynman approved of.63

However, some of Feynman’s motives caused conflict.

Section 3: Science as Facts

The best way to send information is to wrap it up in a person

- J. Robert Oppenheimer64

In sections 1-2 I used Feynman’s career as an example of how myths form, circulate, and

stabilize. In sections 3-4 I draw out relationships between their myths and their science. To

navigate the problems associated with employing such a broad term as ‘science’, I suggest two

(of many) possible definitions – science-as-facts (section 3) and science-as-method (section 4).

The purpose of these two sections is to explore the role of myth in the circulation of particular

scientific knowledge. I begin by considering a series of communications which took place solely

amongst professional physicists: the introduction of Feynman diagrams to quantum

electrodynamics. This story has been extensively dealt with by historians, most notably Silvan

Schweber and David Kaiser. However, still following Secord, I focus on the somewhat under-

considered role of particular communications in this story. This leads me to two conclusions.

Firstly, I suggest that the form taken by QED post-Feynman may have been crucially dependent

on particular features of circulating Feynman myths. This consideration may help to fill gaps in

the existing historical story. Secondly, I note that how scientific knowledge can circulate

through the same interactions of myths, leading to both mutually influencing the other – a

thought I carry forward to the next section.

63 Sands favoured addition of “modern physics” (i.e. recent discoveries) to the course, which the more
conservative Leighton opposed. Sands 2006 pp.2-3
64 Quoted Kaiser 2005 p.60



Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is a branch of physics which deals with interactions between

matter and electromagnetic radiation at quantum levels. This was one of the busiest fields in

postwar physics, involving many of the field’s greatest minds – Bohr, Bethe, Paul Dirac, and

many others. Feynman’s (considerable) contribution to the field was a series of diagrams,

which could be used in place of complicated equations to predict (and later teach) the outcomes

of specified interactions. This would win him the 1965 Nobel Prize, along with Julian Schwinger

and Sin-Itiro Tomonaga FOR WHAT. INTRODUCE SCHWEBER AND KAISER.

Though Kaiser’s account is detailed and compelling he avoids discussing Feynman, and focusses

on institutional – and later, national – settings, with local contexts producing variations in the

form and use of the diagrams.65 Following Secord I argue that, by focussing on institutional and

national variations, Kaiser concentrates too heavily on local contexts at the expense of

communicative contexts.66 He also pushes against discussion of Feynman’s personal role

MORE/REF. By contrast, another lengthy study of QED – Silvan Schweber’s QED and the Men

Who Made It – includes discussions of the role played by the separate personalities involved. He

even suggests, as I do, that “personality and presentation of self helped shape not only the

magnitude but also the character of Feynman’s… scientific output”.67 However his brief

discussions of this point tend towards the psychobiographical (tying Feynman’s approach to

physics to the early death of his wife, for example).68 Similarly, though he discusses how these

figures developed reputations, he also neglects to expand on factors affecting how these

reputations spread.69 I shall therefore begin by outlining the story of Feynman diagrams

following the accounts of these two authors, before introducing the idea of myths into the story.

The important point is this – Feynman myths and the early Feynman diagrams were circulated

through the same interactions, viz. word-of-mouth and personal contact.

KAISER TALKS ABOUT TACIT KNOWLEDGE.

On resuming his QED work after leaving Los Alamos Feynman developed a diagrammatic

method, initially used as a personal book-keeping device, for representing lengthy

calculations.70 Fig. 2 shows some examples of Feynman diagrams (as they later became known)

65 Kaiser 2005 p.173 MORE?
66 Kaiser references Secord’s Victorian Sensation, but argues the use of this work is in studying “the production
and magnification of local differences” and “comparing results from different places”, which Secord explicitly
pushes against in ‘Knowledge in Transit’ – ibid. p.7, Secord 2004 pp.668-669
67 Schweber 1994 p.472
68 ibid. pp.472-473,
69 For example, ibid. pp.370-371
70 Kaiser 2005 pp.45-46



and the equations they represent, but it should be noted that Feynman’s initial usage of the

diagrams was more intuitive and less rigidly codified than the form shown here. As a result, the

first public outing of the diagrams – at a 1948 conference at Pocono Manor House in

Pennsylvania – was largely disastrous. As Schweber notes, Feynman’s presentation was “based

on a formalism that was totally unfamiliar to his audience”.71 So how did Feynman manage to

convince the physics community that the diagrams’ benefits – the simplifying of calculations,

and the agreement with experiment72 – outweighed the effort involved to become familiar with

his bizarre methods?

WHAT DOES SCHWEBER SAY ABOUT DYSON’S ROLE?

This question is taken up at length by Kaiser. He begins by noting an inconsistency. On the one

hand, the odds were against the uptake of Feynman diagrams. Confusion continued to plague

those who attempted to use them – even Bethe unsuccessfully persevered for many months.73

Also although Feynman’s calculations agreed with experimental data, this was not unique. The

same was true of another rising star, Julian Schwinger, whose methods were based on more

71 Schweber 1994 pp.436-445, Kaiser 2005 pp.47-48
72 See Kaiser 2005 pp.39-43 for details of the ‘Lamb shift’ experimental results.
73 Correspondence between Bethe and Feynman, quoted in Kaiser 2005 p.48. Also see pp.49-51 for more
examples

Fig. 2: Example usages of Feynman diagrams to represent calculations.
(Source: Feynman 1949 pp.772-773)



familiar (if extremely complex) mathematics.74 On top of that, Feynman’s unwillingness to

publish limited the potential audience for his work.75 However within a few months of the

Pocono conference, Feynman diagrams were appearing in physics journals at an increasing

rate.76

Kaiser highlights the involvement of the young English physicist Freeman Dyson – “the

diagrams’ earliest and most important ambassador”.77 Dyson first encountered the diagrams

through contact with Feynman at Cornell, though at first he followed the usual pattern of finding

them “completely baffling”.78 Dyson had also been impressed by Schwinger’s methods, and by

mid-1948 he had resolved to prove the equivalence of the Feynman and Schwinger

formalisms.79 In order to do so, Dyson codified consistent rules for the diagrams’ usage –

something Feynman, using the diagrams intuitively, had never done. Dyson published his

findings, including his new rules, before Feynman’s own work appeared in print; he also

demonstrated them to fellow post-doc researchers who spread the diagrams further.80 Indeed,

Dyson’s role in the initial dispersion of the diagrams was such that for a brief period they were

known as ‘Feynman-Dyson methods.’81

Though Kaiser does note the importance of personal contact in spreading the Feynman

diagrams he SOMETHING TO DO WITH FOCUSSING ON THEM AS TACIT KNOWLEDGE. But I

argue this familiar story neglects the distinctive role of Richard Feynman. From his letters

home, it is clear that Feynman’s personality greatly impressed Dyson EXAMPLES82 As well as

enjoying Feynman’s behaviour Dyson also noted Feynman’s powers of intuition, describing his

calculations as “magic tricks”, and his ideas as “as difficult to make contact with as Bethe’s are

easy”.83 BUT… The other major early supporter of the diagrams was Bethe, who even after the

Pocono conference disaster “believed him [Feynman] to be right,” despite the fact that he

struggled to match Feynman’s answers.84 But, having worked with Feynman at Los Alamos, he

was obviously aware of Feynman’s powers as an intuitionist. SOMETHING MISSING HERE? In

the context of conversation, Feynman was simultaneously reinforcing his characterisation as a

74 Kaiser 2005 pp.38-41, Schweber 1994 pp.318-320, pp.333-334
75 Schweber 1994 p.409
76 Kaiser 2005 p.17, pp.52-54
77 ibid. p.60
78 Quoted ibid. p.72
79 See Dyson’s correspondence with his parents, quoted ibid. p.74
80 ibid. pp.76-79, pp.94-101
81 ibid. pp.78-79
82 Dyson 1989 pp.32-33
83 ibid. p.34. Particular stories of his virtuosity recur throughout the quoted correspondence.
84 Bethe interview in Schweber 1994 p.444



genuis intuitionist and impart his intuitive methodology. The presence of Feynman was vital for

the circulation of knowledge in two ways: he simultaneously convinced his interlocutors to

believe in his knowledge, and to put in the effort to spread it further.

Characterisation did not simply support the spread of Feynman’s science, but also was also

supported by specific features of the diagrams. The fact that Feynman could produce

experimentally-correct answers with a method no-one else could understand reinforced his

impression as a “magician”.85 The changing status of the diagrams in the late 1940s and early

1950s, from bizarre suggestion to widely-accepted method, did little to change this – the

diagrams were still seen as an immensely creative approach by new generations of students.86

STUFF ABOUT FEYNMAN-DYSON FEYNMAN (OR SIMILAR, JUST NEED TO SHOW MORE

INFLUENCE ON MYTH). This two-way relationship between an individual’s myths and the fate

of their work was not unique to Feynman. For instance, around the time of the Pocono

conference Schwinger’s renown rivalled that of Feynman’s – physicists told Schwinger-stories

of his perfectly polished lectures and his aloof intellectualism.87 As with Feynman, these

elements of Schwinger’s characterisation paralleled his QED theories. Schwinger was

associated with a deliberate elitism, such that some felt he exaggerated the difficulty of his

methods to highlight his brilliance.88 Personal contact with Schwinger could minimize both of

these difficulties – Dyson, for instance, found Schwinger “not all as forbidding as his reputation

would have it” and helpful in clearing up particular problems.89 But while Feynman’s diagrams

and reputation spread Schwinger’s reclusiveness worsened, leaving physicists with only his

challenging methods and his unappealing myths.90 WHEN DID SCHWINGER’S METHODS ‘DIE’ /

WHAT IS THEIR STATUS TODAY? The important point, which I shall draw out in the next

section, is this: although Feynman diagrams – like the Feynman-Dyson conversations preceding

them – were largely intended as a means of spreading scientific knowledge, they also acted as

myths.

85 This point emerged in conversations with the Philosophy and History of Physics Reading Group at
Cambridge, for which I am grateful. ‘Magician’ comes from Bethe’s comment that “a magician does things that
nobody else could ever do and that seem completely unexpected… and that’s Feynman”. Gleick 1988.
86 Schweber 2004 pp.574-575. However, Feynman himself was disappointed the diagrams turned out to be
mathematically equivalent to previous theories – Freeman Dyson, personal correspondence, 28.05.13
87 ibid. p.320
88 Schwinger recalls a critic remarking “other people publish to show you how to do it, but Julian Schwinger
publishes to show you only he can do it”. Quoted ibid. p.334 . Also see pp.368-369
89 Schweber 2004 p.505
90 ibid. pp.270-271



Before I return to fleshing out WHAT between myths and science, I want to point to the utility

of myths in this account of Feynman diagrams. The story of QED is vast, and these are only

preliminary speculations. But they suggest a useful role for myths in filling in the gaps of

Schweber and Kaiser. For instance, consider this question from Schweber: “for reasons that are

not entirely clear, Dyson’s achievement was not rewarded by the community”.91 Was the

dropping of Dyson’s name from ‘Feynman-Dyson methods’ related to Feynman’s mythical status

amongst the physics community, or even the recognisable parallels between Feynman’s myth

and Feynman diagrams? Were physicists responding to Feynman’s ambition “to start a

revolution in physics by introducing radically new ideas” (Dyson) with Feynman diagrams as

they had to his desire to “cultivate a cloud of myth” (Gell-Mann) with Feynman-stories – i.e.

preferentially recalling and passing on the idiosyncratic over the everyday?92 But these even

speculations indicate the potential utility of myth in bringing together specific characters and

broader contexts to accounts of genesis and development of scientific knowledge. Even if we

cannot fully answer them, we cannot ignore questions such as: would Feynman diagrams have

been so widely circulated if proposed by a less idiosyncratic individual, or to a less awed

audience? Or, more broadly – to what extent does natural order depend upon the circulation of

myths?

Section 4: The Image of Science

It was his peers – scientists, physicists and professors – who would be the main beneficiaries of his

magnificent achievement, which was nothing less than to see physics through the fresh and

dynamic perspective of Richard Feynman”.93

- David Goodstein

This section extends on my argument that myths and science are circulated through the same

interactions, and mutually influence one another as they do. In the previous section I focussed

on ‘science’ as facts and theories, so here I broaden my analysis by considering science as a

method of inquiry. For Feynman, science was an individualistic problem-solving enterprise.

FINISH.

The question then becomes: how far do the similarities of myths and science extend?

91 Schweber 2004 p.575
92 Freeman Dyson, personal communication 28.05.13. Gell-Mann 1989 p.50
93 Neugebauer and Goodstein 1989 p.xv. See also Raymo 1989: “‘The Feynman Lectures on Physics’ were
never easy to use as texts. They are too personal, too much one man's vision of physics.”



For Feynman, science was a problem-solving activity. In his lecture ‘Basic Physics’ Feynman

claimed that doing science is much like watching a game when one is ignorant of the rules. The

process of gaining understanding of the rules, on Feynman’s account, is driven by asking

questions. He emphasises the actions one should take to formulate and answer questions,

perhaps by arranging nature ‘to be simple’ or finding useful approximations.94 This had to be

learned by example, as was apparent in Feynman’s lecturing. In the Feynman Lectures his

rhetoric frequently created a virtual dialogue between himself and an intelligent student,

exhorted to take particular actions in order to solve a puzzle. The language is active, personal,

and frequently imperative; throughout one finds statements like “can we make perpetual

motion in a gravitational field?... start at some point and lift an object out to some other point…

we ought to find the following proposition…”.95 From his interactions with non-scientists, it is

also clear that Feynman saw science aa specialised problem-solving.96 In the 1983 Alix Mautner

Memorial Lectures, delivered to laypeople, Feynman tried to re-formulate QED such that he can

show the lay audience “how physicists calculate the probability of compound events”.97 He also

saw a need for the right techniques – in letters to students Feynman frequently emphasised

strong mathematics as essential to anyone interested in physics.98 FINISH OFF 99

Feynman also saw science as largely separate from human, social, and political factors. He

showed little interest in the public perception of scientists. Although Feynman appeared in the

popular sphere – as the subject of BBC documentaries, and the author of QED: The Strange Story

of Light and Matter – he never initiated such appearances himself, and his involvement ended as

soon as he finished speaking. Although he also appeared in the political arena, most notably in

his work at Los Alamos and for the Challenger Commission, he frequently stressed his struggles

to avoid such involvement.100 This did not stop others attempting to make the links between

Feynman-the-human and Feynman’s science. In 1966 a Swedish encyclopaedia publisher wrote

to Feynman asking for a photograph of him drumming to give “a human approach to a

presentation of the difficult matter that theoretical physics represents.” Feynman’s response

clearly showed he felt no need for such demonstrations:

94 Feynman, Leighton, Sands 1963 2-2
95 ibid. 1963 13-4 emphases added
96 Although Feynman’s ‘public’ lectures were made up largely of fellow-scientists, not that Feynman was
necessarily aware of this – Goodstein 1998 p.374
97 Feynman 1985 p.59, emphasis added
98 see Feynman M. 2005.
99 An interesting comparison is Carl Sagan, who presented science as a collective enterprise based in sceptical
thinking that was available to all, rather than specialised problem-solving available only to the specially
trained. This viewpoint was essential to his use of science as a tool for social and political activism. See FINISH
100 Feynman 1985 pp.107-108 Feynman 1988 pp.116-118



Dear Sir,

The fact that I beat a drum has nothing to do with the fact that I do theoretical physics.

Theoretical physics is a human endeavor, one of the higher developments of human beings,

and the perpetual desire to prove that people who do it are human by showing that they do

other things that a few other humans do (like playing bongo drums) is insulting to me.

I am human enough to tell you to go to hell.101

But the linkage between presenting Feynman-as-character and Feynman’s science was

continual throughout his life. This was apparent in the press: reviews of his memoirs claimed

that “the way he talks about cracking top secret safes at Los Alamos is not so unlike the way he

talks about cracking the secrets of nature”, while his Washington Post obituary suggested that

on the Challenger Commission “he exhibited the same independence, bumptious brilliance, and

seemingly unquenchable thirst for answers to puzzles that had characterised his life in science

and teaching”.102 Fellow scientists made similar generalizations. To biologist Robert Edgar,

Feynman’s memoirs “display Feynman's extraordinary gift for transforming various aspects of

life into puzzles or problems that he solves in remarkable ways,” while the American Journal of

Physics reviewer was unimpressed that, in his memoirs, Feynman had not made such

connections between his life and his science himself.103 His skills as an explainer were even

directly related to his QED work in a review of Surely You’re Joking - “he is a master at summing

up a complex situation in a few well-chosen words, just as his famous Feynman diagrams

simplify complex subatomic encounters in a few squiggles and lines”.104

I have already shown, in section 2, how texts present continuities with pre-existing myth. But in

doing so, texts also implicitly present a particular conception of science. For instance, consider

the conclusion to The Pleasure of Finding Things Out (a BBC Horizon interview) the credits roll

over Feynman, at his garden table, scribbling on a piece of paper – the contents of which the

camera never shows us. [Fig 3.]. Note the following impressions: the products of science

emerge purely from his intellect; he requires no tools besides pen and paper; he can carry out

this process anywhere – a garden is as good as a scientific institution; he is alone, and does not

101 Feynman M. 2005 p.230
102 Cole 1985, Yoder 1985, Pearson 1988
103 Edgar 1985, Sackett 1985
104 Cole 1988



refer to material provided by other scientists; and the actual science he is doing is invisible,

deemed irrelevant to the viewer. We see only the individual intellect, with visible inputs and

outputs effaced. MORE HERE. As in press reviews of his books, the way that Feynman ‘did

science’ fed into how he was presented as a character.

As with the Feynman diagrams we can see this linkage between characterisation and science

even in communications which were (ostensibly) designed to spread scientific knowledge, and

the influence of character upon the reception of that science. Consider the mixed response to

Fig 3: Televisual depiction of Feynman ‘doing science’
Source: The Pleasure of Finding Things Out, 49:07



the Feynman Lectures on Physics. EXAMPLES105 The famous originality of his examples meant

he was not simply teaching-by-example as a physicist – he was teaching-by-example as Richard

Feynman. As the physicist David Goodstein remarked:

“Rereading the books [Lectures on Physics], one sometimes seems to catch Feynman…

saying, ‘Look at that! Look how I finessed that point! Wasn’t that clever?’ But even when he

thought he was explaining things lucidly to freshmen or sophomores, it was not really they

who were able to benefit most from what he was doing. It was his peers – scientists,

physicists and professors – who would be the main beneficiaries of his magnificent

achievement, which was nothing less than to see physics through the fresh and dynamic

perspective of Richard Feynman”.106

This quotation highlights a parallel with the early Feynman diagrams – even when Feynman lost

his audience’s understanding, he still impressed with his imaginative grasp of physics. Even the

‘failure’ of the Lectures on Physics served to further the myth of his genius. FINISH OFF

The point of all these examples is this – in many communications, it is difficult to see where the

science ends and the myth begins, or vice-versa. Consider the above image from The Pleasure of

Finding Things Out. What is the main message the audience takes away? That this ‘Richard

Feynman’ is a lone genius, or that this is how science is done? Similarly, consider this quotation

from Challenger reportage, in which Feynman addresses the question of whether cold weather

on the launch morning might have affected the rubber O-rings used to seal joints in the shuttle:

At the commission meeting, Feynman surreptitiously unfastened a piece of rubber from a model

O-ring, the seal on the booster rockets, and asked for a glass of ice water. But when the water

finally came, Rogers was still taking testimony unrelated to the effects of cold temperatures on the

seals. Kutyna had to hold his friend back to keep him from interrupting.

"Not now," the general whispered repeatedly. "Not now."

Finally, at an appropriate pause in the testimony, Kutyna loosed the reins. "Now," he said.

Feynman plunged the rubbery ring in the water and went on to provide a graphic demonstration

of how cold weather on the launch day might have caused the seal to fail.107

From this extract, do we learn more about the problem-solution or the problem-solver?

Even the esoteric and technical Feynman diagrams, by virtue of their moniker, convey

information about Feynman alongside information about electromagnetic interactions. The

question of whether one takes ‘more’ scientific than biographical knowledge from a given

105 Neugebauer and Goodstein 1989 p.xiv
106 Neugebauer and Goodstein 1989 p.xv. See also Raymo 1989: “‘The Feynman Lectures on Physics’ were
never easy to use as texts. They are too personal, too much one man's vision of physics.”
107 Witness' sobs turned panel intro bold critics of NASA By Maura Dolan and William Rempel Los Angeles
Times 10 June 1986, The Toronto Star



communication is one that can only be addressed by considering the particular contexts of

communication and reception. But the more important lesson from my four substantive

sections is this – the presence of science in myth, or the presence of myth in science, affects

how both are both are encoded, circulated, and received in communications. The full

implications of this will be drawn out in my conclusion.

Conclusion: A Plea Against Telepathy

Recall the two purposes of this work. Firstly, to demonstrate the utility of myth as a sociological

resource. Reputations and characterisations of individuals have their own stories, and these

can be illuminated by following myths. Taking this approach highlights the mutual influences

between individuals, the collectives surrounding them, and the science (in various senses of the

word) associated with them. This also illustrates that science studies scholars must appreciate

the specific details of reputations and characterisations, and their circulation, in order to fully

understand their influence. My narratives provided an example of this, an alternative story to

simply treating reputation as a stable background context. Secondly, to expand on Secord’s

‘Knowledge in Transit’ project by considering ‘biographical knowledge’ as an alternative form of

communicated knowledge. As Secord proposes, throughout this piece I have focussed on the

role of communicative contexts in the circulation of both myths and scientific knowledge. The

main lessons are these: a given communication, even if ostensibly ‘scientific’ or ‘biographical’, is

likely to communicate both scientific and biographical knowledge; and that the circulation of

particular scientific knowledge is affected by the co-presence of particular biographical

knowledge, and vice-versa.

Thus, as well as following the Knowledge in Transit approach, I argue this piece also extends

upon it. I shall illustrate this by reversing my order of argument. Throughout this piece I have

used communicative contexts as the basis for which to discuss myths and scientific knowledge.

But to conclude I shall consider what my lessons about myths and scientific knowledge say

about communicative contexts. With a bit of rephrasing, the conclusion to the previous

paragraph could be written ‘the presence of biographical or scientific knowledge acts as a

communicative context’. We can treat myths and scientific inscriptions much as we treat

different media: whether ‘Richard Feynman’ or ‘Carl Sagan’ is the name on an article, or whether

the article sells itself as ‘scientific’ or ‘biographical’, has a comparable amount of influence on its

circulation as whether the article is mass-printed or carved on stone.



We need not limit this to knowledge about science and individuals. For instance, a basic tenet of

science studies is that science is influenced by political concerns. But the full implication of the

Knowledge in Transit approach suggests that we should also consider how these political

concerns become known about. We must appreciate how the communication, as well as the

existence, of political factors plays its role. More generally, I suggest we might see different

forms of knowledge as communicative contexts in their own right. This idea that knowledge is

both influenced by and acts as communicative context hints at complexities in the apparently

simple Knowledge in Transit proposal, that knowledge-making is a form of communicative

action. However, as I hope this paper has shown, this does not deny the great value of the

approach. This is why I refer to this conclusion as an extension to Knowledge in Transit: it

suggests that we need to understand not just circulation of knowledge, but interaction of

circulating knowledge.

This suggests much future work. For instance, it gives new importance to the question –

how does scientific knowledge differ from other forms of knowledge? In this piece I have

focussed on how myths behave in a remarkably similar fashion to scientific knowledge.

Both allow complex information to be simply represented and circulated, and both lead to

(largely) unitary descriptions being shared between communities. Fully exploring

similarities, and more importantly dissimilarities, would require further work. This could

start, for instance, from the standpoint of social epistemologists, who argue that the process

of knowledge-sharing is vital when considering ‘objectivity’ of science from a more

philosophical stance than that taken here.108 The key question to consider is how scientific

knowledge might act as, or be influenced by, communicative context in different ways to

other forms of knowledge. MORE HERE?

But for the time being, I propose that the concept of ‘myths’ – despite the immediate

connotation of anti-scientific religious creation stories or superstitious explanations – is a

useful one to science studies scholars. Not only do they follow in the grand science studies

tradition of pushing against telepathy, the unexplained and unmediated sharing of

knowledge; they also allow us to usefully combine the science and the lives of individual

characters with broader contexts, both local and communicative, into a single account of

how knowledge comes to travel and become shared. Feynman once wrote that WHERE109 –

You cannot develop a personality with physics alone, the rest of life must be worked in.

108 An important example is Longino 1990. Another interesting comparison would be with fact-construction by
thought-collectives in Fleck 1935.
109 Feynman M. 2005 p.xxii



I suggest Feynman’s intuitions, once again, were right.
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